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One of Baltimore’s most iconic spaces - located in the stately, vibrant
neighborhood of Mount Vernon - is being reimagined as an innovative
and modern work/retail venue, soon to be known as City House
Charles.
With a total of seven stories of floor-to-ceiling windows and 37,300
square feet of new mixed-use Class A office and ground-floor retail
space, City House Charles will set a new standard for the conversion
of a historic property into attractive and highly-desirable business
and leisure accommodations. Design plans include high-end lobby
and common area finishes with a quality café amenity that will open
directly into the lobby, creating a vibrant and engaging nexus.
A new restaurant will complete the main level of City House Charles,
contributing to the variety of restaurant and bar options of the
character-rich Mount Vernon-Belvedere district. At the end of the
work day, tenants, their clients and guests will be able to take full
advantage of the rich dining, shopping, cultural and artistic amenities
of Baltimore’s premier historic neighborhood.
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Quick Facts
Size

Café Space: 1,783 square feet
Restaurant Space: 1,974 square feet
Improved Basement Space: 6,185 square feet
(restaurant prep/storage/catering)

Delivery

Q4 2020

Rental Rate

Negotiable

Operating Expenses

CAM + Insurance: TBD
Taxes: TBD

Parking

Plentiful street metered parking as well as a managed
56 space surface level parking lot directly across from
the City House are available for customer parking.

Traffic Count

9,850 AADT (N Charles Street)

Walk Score

98 (Baltimore’s most walkable neighborhood)

Property Overview
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2019 Demographics
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$62,634

$66,000
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WORKER
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53,454

231,744

332,843

TRAFFIC COUNTS

9,850 AADT

(N Charles Street)

116,300 AADT
(I-83)

North Charles Street Elevation
Retail Expenditures
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APPAREL & SERVICES

$26M

$147M

$347M

EDUCATION

$18M

$102M

$246M

ENTERTAINMENT

$36M

$207M

$498M

HEALTHCARE

$62M

$371M

$898M

FOOD & DRINK

$105M

$598M

$1.415B

East Eager Street Elevation

Demographics
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Existing Conditions & Renderings
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CITY HOUSE COLLECTIVE
CONCEPT PLAN - FLOOR 1
ENTRY, RESTAURANT, AND RETAIL

Basement

APRIL 16, 2019

TOTAL
6,185 GSF

CITY HOUSE COLLECTIVE
CONCEPT PLAN - FLOOR 2
SCHAMU MACHOWSKI + PATTERSON ARCHITECTS, INC

SCHAMU MACHOWSKI + PATTERSON ARCHITECT
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Floor 01

TOTAL
5,945 GSF

Floor Plan
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PROPOSED ELEVATIONS

East Elevation

South Elevation

City House Charles

July 9, 2019 - Concept Design

North Elevation

West Elevation

Proposed Elevations
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July 9, 2019 - Concept Design
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Student & Employee Profile
Fall 2019
Total Enrollment: 1,298
Undergraduate

1,694

Graduate

396

Female

75%

Male

25%

Full-time

99%

Part-time

1%

Maryland Resident

55%

Out-of-State

20%

International

25%

Student-Faculty Ratio

8:1

Residential Profile:

• 861 MICA students live on-campus.
• 88% of students live in the college-owned,
-operated, or -affiliated housing.
• 12% of students live off campus

Maryland Institute College of Art
City House Charles / 1001 North Charles Street / Baltimore, MD 21201

Student & Employee Profile
Fall 2018
Total Enrollment: 5,041
Undergraduate

2,569

Graduate

1,755

Law

717

Female

60%

Male

40%

Full-time

50%

Part-time

50%

Maryland Resident

92.5%

Out-of-State

5%

International

2.5%

Student-Faculty Ratio

14:1

Residential Profile:

• There is no on-campus housing.
• There are 11 off campus housing options.
• 84% of students live in off campus housing
within the city.
• 16% of students live outside of the city.

University of Baltimore
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Mt. Vernon
Population:

7,665

Masters degree or higher:

40%

Bachelor’s degree:

26%

Some College/or AA Degree:

15%

Median Age:

31

Mount Vernon is the city’s cultural and
historic center with institutions like
the Walters Art Museum and Peabody
Library and the centuries old Washington
Monument. An eclectic dining scene offers
Afghani, Spanish and New American cuisine
along with nightlife that includes trendy
cocktail bars, taprooms, bars and live band
venues.

Mt. Vernon Neighborhood

City House Charles / 1001 North Charles Street / Baltimore, MD 21201

10-STORY APARTMENT, RETAIL COMPLEX
PROPOSED FOR EDDIE’S OF MOUNT
VERNON SITE
By Amanda Yeager – Reporter, Baltimore Business Journal
Apr 3, 2018

A 10-story, modern building with apartments, retail and a rooftop pool could replace
the former Eddie’s grocery store in Mount Vernon if the city approves a developer’s
concept for the site.
Plans submitted to the Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation
show a gray building with tall glass windows at the corner of Cathedral and West
Eager streets, across from City Cafe in the historic neighborhood. Businessman and
developer Dennis Richter bought the property through his company, 13 West Eager
LLC, and in November obtained permission to demolish Eddie’s and other historic
buildings at 7-15 W. Eager St.
Richter’s proposal for the site includes eight stories of one-, two- and three-bedroom
residential units, 14,560 square feet of first-floor retail space and an underground
parking garage.
The submitted plans also envision a pool, pool bar, dog park, meeting room, gym,
event space and patio on the roof. The project is being designed by Ziger/Snead
Architects, a firm with offices around the block from the proposed development.
CHAP, which is responsible for reviewing plans that affect the city’s historic
properties, will take up the application at a public meeting scheduled for April
10. The commission could approve or reject the concept, or it could approve the
concept with amendments, CHAP Executive Director Eric Holcomb said.
Richter, who lives in Mount Vernon, did not respond to requests for comment on the
proposal.
In the fall, he told the CHAP panel that he needed to tear down the block’s existing
buildings, which were built in the 1800s, because they were beyond saving and had
already been altered several times. He called the site “a catalyst to unlock the center
of Mount Vernon and create more development, which is vital to attract the type of
tenants and homeowners who want to invest in an historic neighborhood.” Richter
has said the project would cost $30 million.

A rendering shows what the inside of the redeveloped Penn Station could look like.

and 12 W. Madison.
Dennis Zorn, who has owned Eddie’s market since 2000, supports redevelopment of
the lot, saying his current 6,000-square-foot store is “tired and old.” Eddie’s remains
open.
Though much of Mount Vernon comprises rowhomes that only rise a few stories, the
proposed new building would not be the tallest in the neighborhood. The Belvedere
Hotel, a few blocks away, is 11 stories tall, and Hotel Revival, opening soon in a
former residential building across from the Washington monument, is 13 stories,
according to Ziger/Snead. Chase House Apartments, Horizon House and St. Paul at
Chase condominium complex are 17, 18 and 20 stories tall, respectively.
Reaction to the project was mixed among residents in a neighborhood Facebook
group. Many praised the building as an opportunity to spur economic development
and deter crime in the community, while others lamented the loss of historic
structures or worried the building would look out of place.

The developer’s other projects in the neighborhood include renovating and restoring
the buildings at 13 W. Mount Vernon Place, 812 N. Calvert St., 202 E. Madison St.,

Future Development - Eddie’s of Mount Vernon
City House Charles / 1001 North Charles Street / Baltimore, MD 21201

Surrounding Imagery
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PARKWAY THEATRE LOOKS FOR WAYS TO BRING IN NEW
AUDIENCES AS IT CELEBRATES ONE YEAR IN STATION NORTH
By Amanda Yeager – Reporter, Baltimore Business Journal
Apr 27, 2018

Last spring brought new life for the Parkway Theatre in the Station North Arts and
Entertainment District.
Opened in 1915, the movie theater shut down in the 1970s and lay dormant for 40 years
until it was resurrected through an $18.2 million revitalization project and reopened last
May for the opening night of the Maryland Film Festival.
A year after the restored Parkway made its premiere, the theater is feeling out the
best ways to connect with film buffs and neophytes alike, said Maryland Film Festival
Founding Director Jed Dietz.
“We’ve set a mission to be different, in a good, positive way,” Dietz said.
Part of that mission is finding a balance between crowd-pleasers and the independent
cinema that the theater hopes to promote to a broader audience.
The Parkway, officially called the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Parkway after its major
Greek donor, is perhaps best known as home base for the film festival, which kicks off
its 20th season of screenings on May 2. This year’s festival runs through May 6 and will
present more than 40 feature films as well as 10 shorts programs from filmmakers across
the U.S. and the world.

movies like “Groundhog Day,” “Bill
and Ted’s Excellent Adventure” and
“The Shining.”

The Parkway Theatre on the opening night of the 2017 Maryland Film Festival.

“They’re not art films — they’re wonderful films, but highly marketed studio movies,”
Dietz said. “I think we can do the same with some of the other films. We’re learning how
to communicate, how to let people know what these movies are.”
He thinks popular streaming services like Netflix and Amazon’s Prime Video are helping
to grow interest in independent film.
“There’s so much stuff on them, the normal consumer gets the sense that there’s more
out there,” he said.
The theater is playing up its uniqueness as a draw for moviegoers.
Dietz said the Parkway was built exclusively for showing movies, which in 1914 — before
Hollywood’s Golden Age of the 1920s through the 1960s — was a bold move. Other
Baltimore theaters built around the same time, like the 1914 Hippodrome Theatre,
incorporated dressing rooms and other amenities for live performances.

But the theater also offers year-round programming outside of the festival, showing
independent and classic films, hosting free screenings and serving as a hub for film
students at the Maryland Institute College of Art and Johns Hopkins University.

The restored theater was carefully preserved to retain the original tile floors, ceilings,
curved balcony and detailed plasterwork of its 414-seat auditorium. Modern additions
include a digital film booth, new royal blue seats, surround-sound speakers and two
smaller, 85-seat theaters upstairs.

Over the course of its first 10 months, 35,000 people attended ticketed screenings and
events at the Parkway, Dietz said, and another 12,000 people came for free screenings
and film classes. This summer, some 3,400 people showed up to free screenings
scheduled to coincide with Artscape, the city’s free arts festival.

“Our model at the Parkway is there is no building like it,” Dietz said. “In our area, there
are 2.9 million people and there are 200-plus movie theaters in that same geographic
area. There isn’t another one like the Parkway physically. The minute you walk in, it’s a
different experience.”

He predicts the theater can double its attendance over the next few years.

The city and region are also seeing a burst of young people who are interested in
filmmaking — a phenomenon Dietz is working to encourage at the Parkway.

Landing on the community’s radar can be a challenge, however, particularly when the
films that are scheduled don’t have the thrust of Hollywood marketing money behind
them.
“Most marketing dollars are concentrated on a very small part of the whole art form,”
Dietz said. “In our market, the internet modes are incredibly effective some of the time,
and very efficient some of the time, and not very efficient some of the time. It’s young
and everybody’s still trying to figure it out — and then traditional advertising is shifting
tremendously just because eyeballs are shifting tremendously.”
Dietz and Parkway staff have noticed strong audience response to screenings of classic

“Our role at the Parkway is to use the space that we now have that we had never had
before as a way to connect these emerging filmmakers to people from around the world
who are making movies and are out there — not just financing movies and shooting
them, but trying to market them too,” he said.
“All the people in our area, maybe they’re movie buffs, maybe they’re not, but I want to
get them thinking about the Parkway.”
Read more: https://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/news/2018/04/27/parkway-theatre-looks-for-ways-tobring-in-new.html

Station North News - Parkway Theatre
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MOTOR HOUSE TO OFFER SPACE FOR ARTISTS IN STATION NORTH
Building at 120 W. North Ave. getting upgrades while preserving som 1914 features.
October 3, 2014

GRAFFITI ALLEY

Mac MacLure of the Baltimore Arts Realty Corporation stands in
"graffiti alley" outside the former 1920s auto showroom and garage
that his company is converting to artists' studios and businesses.
(Barbara Haddock Taylor, Baltimore Sun /October 2, 2014)

At age 100, the commercial building at 120 W. North Ave. has
enjoyed prosperity and suffered humiliation. It's now soon to
become an arts center in the Station North neighborhood, whose
transformation I've been watching for the past few years.

"The front facade also contains beautiful leaded-glass windows with large, pivot windows
that will be fully restored," said Bonitz. "The third floor is also a wide-open space with
large skylights where mechanics used to work on cars. We will be saving and preserving
the old freight elevator that brought the cars up to the upper floors for servicing as well."

Perhaps its worst hour happened in 2012, when the Fire Department ordered it closed.
Inspectors took one look at the outdated 1914 wiring and said, "Shut it down." Its main
tenant, the Single Carrot Theatre, promptly moved out.

The Baltimore Arts Realty Corp. is a newly formed nonprofit arts space developer that
purchased the building in August 2013. It envisions the building as an arts hub for Station
North.

"The electrical box was like something out of a Dr. Frankenstein movie," said Laurens
"Mac" MacLure, director of the Baltimore Arts Realty Corp., who gave a tour of the
roomy structure this week, as his group has been completing plans for a $6 million
upgrade.

"Artists are attracted to places that are unsafe because they are cheap," said MacLure.
"We want to become the new model of providing affordable, safe and sustainable space
for artists."

Indeed, the system of fuses and circuit breakers did bespeak 1914. But so did the rest
of the structure, one of many in Station North that have languished undisturbed for
decades.
Located just across North Avenue from the Maryland Institute College of Art's recently
renovated Fred Lazarus Building, 120 North now has a new name, the Motor House.
Built in 1914 as the Eastwick Motor Co., it was an early Ford dealership. By the 1920s,
when North Avenue functioned as a busy and convenient commercial area, the W.C. Cole
dealership was selling Graham-Paige vehicles.
Automobile sales evaporated from the neighborhood nearly 40 years ago. At the end,
120 North was offering used cars. By the mid-1970s, the place housed Lombard Office
Equipment. What seemed like all of Baltimore's beaten and battered used metal office
furniture went to be sold here.
"The beauty is nobody has messed up the interior," said Amy Bonitz, the project's
director. "Some of the wonderful features we've uncovered include the original [auto]
showroom with a mezzanine where the managers could oversee the work happening
throughout the first floor, including the rooms where the sales agreements were finalized.

One of the ways that the Baltimore Arts Realty hopes to make their project solvent
concerns the former auto showroom on the ground floor.
"I see this as becoming a wonderful restaurant space," said MacLure. "The rent from it
could help subsidize artists' studios upstairs."
He told me the goal is to preserve affordable space for working artists so they are not
forced out as the neighborhood improves and real estate values increase.
The Motor House, only three stories tall, has some amazing views from those expansive
industrial-style windows. I stood at them and looked across the Jones Falls Valley near
Penn Station and watched traffic pass over the Howard Street Bridge and listened to
trains sound their whistles as they negotiated the long tunnel under West Baltimore.
Then there is Graffiti Alley, an amazing network of changing artworks in the outdoor
studio at the rear of the Motor House. Its rear walls form a brick canvas for some of the
city's most adventuresome painters, with graffiti changing on a nightly basis.
- Jacques Kelly
Read more: http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-kelly-column-motorhouse-20141003,0,1366746.column#ixzz3FSt6vE8s

Station North News - Motor House
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Bolton Hill
Population:

4,905

Masters degree or higher:

36%

Bachelor’s degree:

19%

Some College/or AA Degree:

18%

Median Age:

35

Bolton Hill is one of Baltimore city’s oldest
residential areas consisting of three-story row
houses and larger more ornate single-family
houses. It is comprised of 20 blocks of well
preserved buildings dating from the late 19th
century and is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. Bolton Hill has been home
to residents such as F.Scott Fitzgerald and
President Woodrow Wilson.

Bolton Hill Neighborhood
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HOW REDEVELOPMENT WILL TAKE
PENN STATION ‘WELL INTO THE FUTURE’
By Holden Wilen – Reporter, Baltimore Business Journal
Dec 15, 2017

A couple walks into the entrance of the 107-year-old Penn Station. They aren’t buying
train tickets to go to New York. Instead, they are checking into their hotel room and
getting ready to eat dinner at one of the next-door restaurants and do some shopping.
That’s could be possible under a preliminary vision from a team of developers selected
by Amtrak on Thursday to complete a makeover of Penn Station and the surrounding
properties.
A new hotel in Penn Station is part of the early concept for the massive 1.6 millionsquare-foot redevelopment project. A brand new state-of-the-art concourse that will
include retail is also planned north of the railroad tracks where there is currently a
parking lot. There are also plans for adjoining apartments, shops and restaurants in
surrounding space.
Tim Pula, vice president of Beatty Development Group which is leading the development
team, pointed to the new concourse as a central part of the entire project.
“That would give the ability for growth in rail passengers and a more modern facility
that takes Penn Station well into the future,” Pula said. “The existing head house still
operates as a place for rail passengers, but there is this new concourse on the north end
across the tracks. Everything is all connected. It really gives Amtrak and MARC the ability
to continue to grow.”
There will still passenger facilities and access points on the ground floor of the historic
building, Pula said, but it will feature an entrance to the hotel and the lobby.
Amtrak awarded the project to a team including Beatty — led by Michael Beatty — and
C. William “Bill” Struever’s Cross Street Partners on Thursday. Struever is known for his
work on many redevelopment projects in Baltimore including Tide Point, the Natty Boh
tower in Brewers Hill and the Can Company in Canton.
Pula said Beatty looks forward to helping unlock the full potential of the Station North
Arts and Entertainment District. He noted some of the projects already happening in the
neighborhood, like the 103-unit Nelson Kohl apartment building on Lanvale Street slated
to open in early 2018 and the revived Parkway Theatre at at North Avenue and Charles
Street.
“We think Baltimore has really incredible potential — potential that we also have to work
very hard to realize,” Pula said. “This is an opportunity to do something in a part of town
that has started to see something happen but not a ton. We’re excited about bringing
something there that continues that reinvigoration that has started to happen there.”
The project will be complex because it involves working around a railroad, Pula said,

A rendering shows what the inside of the redeveloped Penn Station could look like.

adding it is part of what makes the project fun. He said Beatty, the developer of Harbor
Point, enjoys working on projects that bring vacant and underutilized land back to life.
“Today means we get to do a lot more work for a long period of time,” Pula said. “It’s
the more productive kind of work that ultimately leads to very exciting improvements to
that area.”
Struever, CEO of Cross Street Partners, said he got involved because he had been
wanting to take part in the revitalization of Station North. He called Penn Station a key
because of it “connects everything together” as a transportation hub. He said there
are opportunities to redevelop around the light-rail and also make the area more bikefriendly as well.
Neither Struever or Pula would put a number on how much the total redevelopment cost
because the project is still in the early stages, though Struever said there will be a “big,
big investment.”
“It’s a big platform with a huge a opportunity,” Struever said.
The master development team, Penn Station Partners, also includes Armada Hoffler
Properties, Gensler, WSP USA, Network Rail Consulting, Mace Group, JLL, HR&A
Advisors, Charles Belfoure, Cho Benn Holback, Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., RK&K and Younts
Design.
Struever said the team is looking at other stations for ideas. Denver’s Union Station could
be a model because of how it has incorporated mixed-use development, he said, noting
that Baltimore has more transit options. He also said members of the team have met with
the architect of King’s Cross Station in London for ideas as well.
“We are creating a launching pad for jobs,” Struever said. “This is high on the Richter
scale for redevelopment projects and it can bring the entire community together.”
Read more: https://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/news/2017/12/15/how-redevelopment-will-take-pennstation-well-into.html
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